Stewards: M Fernholz, J Jones, M Herrmann
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr M Hague
Late Scratchings: BLACK KRUGER - INJURY 10 DAYS
Connor Allen - INJURY 10 DAYS

Race 1: G-SIX THE BUNYIP MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
A swab sample was taken from the winner MARLEE JAYE. Shortly after the start DUTCH COOKIES and MARLEE JAYE made contact causing DUTCH COOKIES to drop back. On the first turn LONG GULLY DINO moved down checking BLACK DIESEL then LONG GULLY DINO continued moving down contacting MARLEE JAYE. Along the back straight LONG GULLY DINO and DUTCH COOKIES raced wide. Approaching the turn into the home straight KUNG FU KIKI moved out checking LONG GULLY DINO and DUTCH COOKIES raced wide. DUTCH COOKIES continued to race wide for the remainder of the event.

Race 2: G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE 400m Grade 6
A swab sample was taken from the winner RANGER ROSE. PEREGRINE FLIGHT was slow to begin. On the first turn SLICK FERNANDO made contact with the running rail. Along the back straight SLICK FERNANDO checked around the heels of MOMBASA BEN. Turning into the home straight PINK EIGHT and MOLLY’S BURNER raced wide. SLICK FERNANDO was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.

Race 3: G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS STAKE 400m Grade 6
SUTTON FRANKIE was slow to begin. Turning off the back straight VOSSY checked around the heels of RUSTY FURY. Turning into the home straight SUTTON FRANKIE checked around the heels of HE’S ALL OURS.

Race 4: G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY STAKE 400m Grade 6
BILLIE BURNER was slow to begin. Along the back straight ALLINGA CHLOE moved down contacting BLISTERING BETTY causing ALLINGA CHLOE to drop back. Turning into the home straight BLISTERING BETTY and BILLIE BURNER made contact. ALLINGA CHLOE was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.

Race 5: SECURE RACING LOGISTICS OPEN STAKE 400m Open
A swab sample was taken from the winner JERVOIS BRUIT. BRADLEY TYSON was slow to begin. On the first turn CAWBOURNE CROSS moved down checking VICTA CALEB then LONG GULLY TERRY moved down checking CRAZY AGAIN. Turning off the back straight CAWBOURNE CROSS moved down checking LONG GULLY TERRY and BRADLEY TYSON.

Race 6: 2020 GAWLER PRODUCE SEMI-FINAL 1 531m SE
At the winning post ALLINGA OLLIE moved down checking SHADOW BURNER. Turning into the back straight HANK THE HUSTLER checked around the heels of SPRING Vinnie. Turning off the back straight HANK THE HUSTLER checked around the heels of ALLINGA OLLIE.

Race 7: 2020 GAWLER PRODUCE SEMI-FINAL 2 531m SE
On the first turn VONTAE MACK moved out checking SPRING COBRA. Turning into the back straight VONTAE MACK moved out checking SPRINGVALE ORTIZ. Entering the back straight OAKVALE STYLE moved out checking DANCE MOVES. Turning off the back straight SPRING COBRA moved down checking SPRINGVALE ORTIZ.

Race 8: GIDDY-UP MIXED STAKE 531m Mixed 4/5
A swab sample was taken from the winner HOT SAMBUCA. Shortly after the start SKY WESLEY moved down checking COLLECTING. On the first turn SUPER BLU and SKY WESLEY made contact on several occasions causing both greyhounds to lose ground.

Race 9: G-SIX THE BUNYIP STAKE 531m Grade 6
Turning into the home straight UNDER STUDY ran onto the heels of OUR BOY WOLF. There were no further racing incidents to report.
Race 10  
**G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE**  
531m  Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner RED ARAMIS.  
- ERRINGTON was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 11  
**G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS STAKE**  
400m  Grade 5

- On the turn off the back straight SPRING CHIP checked around the heels of CLEVERMAN then IN THE CLEAR checked around the heels of KID ME NEVER.

Race 12  
**G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY STAKE**  
400m  Grade 5

- There were no racing incidents to report.

* Published subject to correction upon revision